MAZE EXPERIMENTS
experiment, only making the correct turn always on coming
out of a blind alley. In an example with the same maze
figured on page 58 I get:
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Avoiding all return runs makes the success of the run
assured in a fairly short time. But consideration will show
that on the second run the Law of Use (whether frequency
or recency be taken as most important) will simply cause a
repetition of the identical run with all its blind alleys as on
the first trial. A Law of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction
is still required to explain improvement.
The actual facts of mage learning by rats and other animate
show that:
1.	Learning takes place gradually as a rule, but cases axe
quoted where sudden improvements occur.
2.	At first returns are just as frequent as forward move*
ments, but they are rapidly eliminated, much more
rapidly than the entering of blind alleys*
3.	Blind alleys near the food box are eliminated more
quickly than those near the entrance.1
 4.	Returns also persist longer near the entrance.
 5.	The distance penetrated into blind alleys decreases
before the alley is eliminated.
6.	Short blind alleys are more rapidly elimiiiated than are
long.
As teachers we can learn that mere repetition is useless,
there must be pleasure at success; that such satisfaction
must not be too long delayed; that a single bad habit may
hold up a whole learning process; and that there must be
a general sense of progress.
The general conclusion which we seem able at this point
1 This has been questioned and ia not always found. See for example
Warden, Journ. Sxp. Psyched, 1923, vi, 192-210. But in Warden's
maze the blind alleys were different in other respects; and he does no*
seem to have answered Peterson's 1920 paper, which indeed he does not,
I think, refer to.
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